TT PAVING SOLUTIONS2
COMPLETE CLEANING SYSTEMS FOR
ALL YOUR HARD SURFACES

SOLUTIONS FOR PORCELAIN, STONE,
CERAMICS, MARBLE, GRANITE, LIMESTONE,
TRAVERTINE, CEMENT, SLATE, QUARRY TILES,
MASONRY PRODUCTS

MACHINES
Our Macchia and Ventosa machines are designed to make cleaning your hard surfaces a simple and
achievable task. Our solutions can be used without our machines, however, using our Macchia and Ventosa
provides a quicker application and faster results (and have been designed as a complete cleaning system
approach to ensure maximum desired results).

MACCHIA
High-speed oscillating machine forming part of the TT Paving Solutions2 complete
cleaning system.
•

Uses up to 70% less water and product, allowing for a friendlier and safer
environment.

•

Cleaning tiles and grout, and polishing natural stone is a simple and achievable
task.

•

Versatile and faster than traditional methods, with the added advantage of
cleaning up to edges and into corners.

•

It’s orbital action gives a more even finish than traditional rotary machines and
takes less time to achieve superior results.

•

No tanks or buckets to be emptied or cleaned.

•

Selection of pads for specific tasks which can be laundry washed or disposed.

VENTOSA
Combines a powerful jet to spray clean water, which aids the
powerful 1400 watt vacuum to remove residues after cleaning.
•

33 litre tank.

•

Supplied complete with attachments and wand/wet pick end.

•

Suitable for both domestic and commercial use.

•

Made with a durable steel tank.

•

Not suitable for large quantities of fine dry dust from wood, stone
or concrete grinding and sanding.
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TT PAVING SOLUTIONS2
INSTRUCTIONS
Your tiles and grout can become very dirty over time, and at some stage will require a deep clean to restore
their natural beauty. Tilers Tools’ Macchia has been designed to give you that deep down clean, with very little
effort. Following the step by step guide below, you can bring your hard surfaces back to their full potential and
ensures they stay looking great for many years to come.
1. Sweep, brush or vacuum away any loose soils.
2. Unscrew the Macchia solution tank from sprayer. Using the measure guide on the solution tank, fill with water
to correct level and apply correct dilution of cleaner being used. DO NOT EXCEED MAX LEVEL.
3. Tilt and place the Macchia onto the correct cleaning pad.
4. Plug the Macchia into mains electric.
5. Add pressure to the sprayer by pumping the handle up and down a couple of times (repeat process as
required). Once pressurised, release some cleaner to wet the floor.
6. Before switching the Macchia on, move across the stand lock to release the handle.
7. Switch on the Macchia by pressing in the safety button and holding the power handle.
8. Work the cleaner on the area for 3 to 5 minutes keeping the area wet and not allowing the cleaner to dry.
9. Using the Ventosa vacuum, rinse and clean away dirty water from the floor. Ensure the floor is rinsed
thoroughly, repeating the process if required on dirtier tiles.
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